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Financial institutions play vibrant role in the economic development of a country. A
well-established ﬁnancial inclusion is the key factor for economic growth in many
developed countries. India opens the market for diﬀerent investment to provide variety
of ﬁnancial products. Due to merging of global ﬁnancial markets & technology the
insurance agencies brought new channels of distribution for the existence. Banks and
insurance agencies are two diﬀerent ﬁnancial institutions that help for economic
growth, in this context “BANCASSURANCE” is the new product. Bancassurance is an
arrangement between a bank and an insurance company allowing the insurance
company to sell its products to the bank's client base. This partnership arrangement
can be proﬁtable for both companies. Banks earn additional revenue by selling
insurance products, and insurance companies expand their customer bases without
increasing their sales force or paying agent and broker commissions. After getting the
approval from IRDA, many public and private banks are tie-up with diﬀerent insurance
agencies to diversify their products. The study results show that eﬀect on fee collected
from bancassurance on proﬁtability of selected nationalized banks in India.
Collaboration between a Bank & Insurance company facilitates the banks to sell
insurance product to its customers in exchange of fees. Banks with greater involvement
in Bancassurance business generally tend to experience involvements in their
eﬃciency, and thus also accrue greater proﬁts. The purpose of the research is to
identify the drivers that inﬂuence the proﬁtability of the banks which facilitates the
Bancassurance.
Keywords: Bancassurance, Financial institutions, Insurance, Proﬁtability,
Collaboration.
1. Introduction
Researches and present-day statistics
speak about the need of a
well-equipped ﬁnancial structure for a
country that helps it to grow
economically. The ﬁnancial resources
in the hands of people should be
channelized in eﬀective manner so as
to increase the returns from the basic
ﬁnancial structure of nation and also
the quality of living of people.
Insurance
policies
are
instruments/products that play major
role in upholding the ﬁnancial
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structure of developed countries. India
is in the era of globalization today. The
strategic choice chosen by the
multinational organization world-wide
is globalization. Organization of today’s
world
are
using
information
technology has an important tool.
Today banks are operated on the high
globalized, privatized, liberalized and a
competitive environment. Information
technology is used to survive in this
competitive
environment.
New
business paradigm has been developed
by information technology. It is playing
9
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the projecting position in providing better
services to the banking industry. A
tremendous development in the Indian
banking system is seen due to wide change
that has taken place in the information
technology.
As
a
business
creation
channel,
bancassurance is becoming more and more
vital for insurance ﬁnancial institutions,
especially for new public ﬁnancial institution
that have started to operate after the
industry reform. Early bancassurance
distribution arrangements in India were
divided into two categories: (a) distribution
alliances through referral arrangements and
corporate agency relationships, and (b) joint
venture agreements. Pure distribution
arrangements provide banks and insurance
companies with other sales potential with
minimal investment. The Indian insurance
sector has been progressing at rapid speed
since its inception, in a developing country
like India, where it consists of diversiﬁed set
of people pooled with lot of diﬃculties for
rural connectivity make the insurance sector
very diﬃcult to access urban and rural
community, hence insurance companies
needs good distribution network and huge
manpower to reach out such customers. As
the concept of bancassurance in India is in
growing stage that will facilitates the
insurance companies to reach its customers
if they conceptualize the selling of insurance
products under banking roof.
Even though bancassurance is well
established around the world there is a huge
potential in many developing counties like
India where insurance companies can encash
the strong banking network. Distribution of
Insurance may help the banks to increase the
fee-based earning to a great extend. Fee
based marketing may help the banks to cover
up most of their operating expenses and also
to improve the levels of staﬀ eﬃciency in the
banks. Due to the vast network of banks in
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Indian the concept of bancassurance can
easily reach out to the general public. Banks
can also put in their eﬀorts in trying to
capture the small commission customers
that insurance agents tend to avoid. This can
help to widen and popularize bancassurance
as an important ﬁnancial protection product.
2. Literature Review
The insurance sector is intensifying rapidly
besides both banks and insurance companies
perceive bancassurance as panorama to
increase the ﬁnancial industry’s future
income and footprint. Grover, Nidhi& Bhalla
(2013) made an attempt to measure
proﬁtability gains from bancassurance. The
investigation reveals that the bancassurance
has enhanced signiﬁcantly except four
indicators namely, Capital Adequacy Ratio
(CRAR),
Non-interest
income
(NII),
Return-on-Assets
(ROA)
and
Return-on-Equity
(ROE).
This
study
emphasizes the insigniﬁcant improvement in
these ratios is the matter of concern and
must be taken care of by the policy planners.
Kaur, Manpreet (2018) has revealed that the
insurance industry has been progressing
rapidly since the inception and at the same
time the author articulates an incredible
potential to bancassurance. The research
reveals that various innovations have taken
place in the insurance sector to suit and
satisfy the growing needs of various
customers but bancassurance segment is still
facing many problems because of poor
manpower management, lack of call centers,
less personal contact with customers,
insuﬃcient incentive to the agent etc.
The insurance industry is one of the major
sectors of ﬁnance and ranges from consumer
to corporate and industrial insurance, and
even reinsurance. S.Y.R. Fernando (2018),
analyses the impact of Bancassurance
practices to the insurance industry. In this
research, the author has reviewed the
relationship between Productivity per
10
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Branch,
Customer
Penetration,
Administrative Expense Ratio and Staﬀ Ratio
with the performance of insurance
companies. Except Administrative Expenses
Ratio the results reveal Bancassurance
practices have a positive relationship with
the ﬁnancial performance of insurance
companies.
The
achievement
of
Bancassurance
signiﬁcantly cruxes on banks ensuring
excellent
customers
relationship
(Rajasekar,Kumari Hymavathi (2014), the
changing mindset is cascading through the
banking sector in India and this would be a
right time for banks to resorting to
bancassurance. Insurance is basically a
customer-focused concept selling business
where a policy is being sold to the customer
through appropriate channel of distribution.
Samal, Ansuman (2019), found that banks
should optimize regulatory policies that
won't allow them to compromise with the
banks performance. The research examined
that liquidity essentially aﬀected money
related execution of banks but however the
author concluded that the impact was
negative in nature and administration quality
assumed a key job in upgrading money
related execution of banks.

respondents knew about bancassurance, and
they found bank insurance and their
purchases through bank insurance. In
addition, banks that provide bank insurance
services do not meet all of the customer's
parameters. Most customers are not
satisﬁed with factors such as convenience,
responsibility and access and product
knowledge. However, if the above factors are
taken care of, 75% of respondents still prefer
to buy through the bank.
Ranganath, et.al (2016), elucidates that the
bancassurance addresses the problems of
persons, small and medium sized
establishments. The uniﬁcation of ﬁnancial
services reduces the operational costs of the
banks and insurers which can be passed on to
the customer without materially aﬀecting
their own margins.
Dolvine,
et.al
(2019)
found
that
bancassurance had a positive inﬂuence on
capital adequacy, asset quality, liquidity and
earnings
performance.
The
study
emphasized that banks should further
establish bancassurance to improve capital
adequacy, asset quality, liquidity and
earnings performance.

Bishnoi and Dhillon (2010) another study
aimed to study the factors that improve the
factors of customer banking insurance for
public and private banking insurance
customers concluded that oral promotion,
quality costs and post-purchase actions are
important and satisfactory factors. By
understanding customer needs and
prospects, and further increasing consumer
willingness to purchase and maintaining
loyalty, improved service quality is critical for
ﬁnancial institutions.

Popli and Rao (2009) studied the response of
customers of 20 diﬀerent banks towards
bancassurance. This will help to design
India’s further strategy is cross-selling
insurance product through the network of
bank branches. The research deﬁnitions
show that all the consumers are availing
insurance products, mainly for vehicle and
life insurance products. The study found that
about 75% of the clients because of personal
relationships
with
banks.
Customer
relationship management helps build the
highest primacy trust for customer.

Aggarwal and Hajela (2011) studied 100
respondents from Delhi and NCR, one-way
ANOVA concluded that only 62% of

Sahoo, Kumar Ashok (2107) in the study
states that the bancassurance business of
private sector bank is at the infant stage, and
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is not producing ample revenue for the
banks. The performance of bancassurance
income in private sector banks is also not
satisfactory. The research accentuates there
is a need of changes in the banks which could
increase their bancassurance income. The
research suggests programmes need to be
organized, which would make the customer
aware about the bancassurance products of
the banks in a more systematic manner.
Though, there are adequate number of
researches has under taken by researcher
some of the indicators have witnessed an
improvement during the post-bancassurance
era, an improvement in the aforementioned
variables are required for long-run viability
of the bancassurance. Hence this study is
undertaken.
3. Objectives:
1. To study the impact of Bancassurance
income on ﬁnancial performance of selected

6. Research Methodology:
6.1 Research design - The present learning is
descriptive in research. The study is based on
quantitative research design. Descriptive
research is used with an objective to gather
maximum information from secondary data.
It helps to ascertain the stated objective.
Sample - To attain the research objective, an
empirical study was carried out on secondary
data among 3 nationalized banks in India on
adopting of bancassurance for decades.
https://www.sun.edu.ng/sun-business-journal

nationalized commercial banks in India
2. To study the impact of branch networks on
ﬁnancial
performance
of
selected
nationalized commercial banks in India.
4. Hypothesis:
H1: There is a positive relationship between
bancassurance incomes on Total income of
commercial banks
H2: There is a positive relationship between
numbers of branch on Total income of
commercial banks
5. Research Model
A research model was developed to
understand the reason for adoption of
bancassurance products in ﬁgure1. The
model describes the relationship between
income generated form bancassurance fee
and total income of commercial banks. Banks
can easily generate risk free income in the
form of commission from insurance carrier
that reﬂects on the total income.

These commercial banks were selected
randomly having adopted bancassurance
products.
The descriptive statistics is
presented in table 1 (Annexure 1)
Research instrument - Secondary data were
collected from Annual report of commercial
banks to understand the adoption of
bancassurance and its impact on total
income of banks. The data consists of 3
nationalized banks with two independent
and one depended variable. Total income is
12
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the Rupee proﬁt realized from bank ongoing
operations. Prime focus of the bank would
be to increase total income by restricting
cost. Increasing revenue with focus on fee
income accelerates recovery from impaired
assets and containing the level of NPA.
Data collection and analysis
Secondary data were collected to know the
adoption of bancassurance and fee collected
from life and general insurances sales of
three nationalized banks in India. 11 years
data of each bank summed up to 33 data

The results presented in table, 1 indicates
the presence of a positive relationship
(r=0.415) between branches to total income
and bancassurance Income to total income
(r=.670) by commercial banks in India. In
addition, the relationship was found to be
statistically signiﬁcant. Therefore, it is
observed that the increase in bancassurance
income inﬂuenced the total income of
commercial banks in India. As such, the ﬁrst
hypothesis H01 which stated that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant inﬂuence of increase
number of branches and bancassurance
income (adoption of bancassurance) on the
selected nationalized commercial banks in
India is accepted. In addition, the research
hypothesis was supported by research data.
Other studies had also indicated that there
was a positive and signiﬁcant relationship
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samples were collected from respective
annual reports. The study wanted to found
the fundamental relationships between the
study variables and the extent to which the
independent variables inﬂuenced the Total
income. Correlation analysis and regression
analysis were used to establish this
association. The results on the relationships
between ﬁnancial determinants in adoption
of bancassurance and fee generated to total
income of selected commercial banks in
India

between bancassurance income and bank
proﬁt. The studies include Nidhi & Bhalla
(2013), S.Y.R. Fernando (2018), Samal,
Ansuman (2019) and Ranganath, N. Santosh
and Rao, G. Tulasi (2016) had all established a
positive association between bancassurance
income and bank total income of commercial
banks in India and other related countries.
This study implies that, banks total income is
positively related to the adoption of
bancassurance in commercial banks.
Testing of hypothesis
Regression model is ﬁt for this study to show
the mathematical relationship between the
independent variables and the dependent
variable. Multiple regression analysis was
performed and the results presented in table
1.
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The model summary indicated the presence
of a positive multiple correlation (R=0.726)
between the independent variables and the
dependent variable. Further, the R-squared
value of 0.528 indicated that the
independent variables accounted for 52.8%
of the total variance in bancassurance
income to total income (dependent
variable). Therefore, it is observed that the
independent variables and the dependent
variable were statistically related. The
analysis of variances yielded the results in
table 3. The study established that the F-ratio
https://www.sun.edu.ng/sun-business-journal

(F (2, 32) = 16.761, p=0.000) was statistically
signiﬁcant at p<0.05 level of signiﬁcance. This
showed that the independent variables
taken together signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the
Total income of commercial banks in India
and hypothesis H1 and H2 is accepted. The
model coeﬃcient values from the regression
are presented in table 4. From the derived
regression model, with all the other factors
remaining constant, the adoption of
bancassurance products and income
generated form bancassurance income at a
constant value has increased the total
14
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income by 26705.174. This means that even
without the inﬂuence of any determinant,
the bank will adopt bancassurance at a
constant value of 26705.174. However, the
inﬂuence of bancassurance income on the
bank’s total income of selected Indian banks,
when all other factors remained constant has
a multiple of 404.816. This implies that one
unit of proﬁt will increase by the adoption of
bancassurance and income generated by
404.816 units. Further, the inﬂuence of
increased bank branch has a negative eﬀect
of -4.868 units.
Conclusion
From the ﬁnding the study revels that
there is a positive correlation between
income from bancassurance and total
income of commercial banks in India. The
study also ﬁnds that there is positive
relationship between increase in number of
branches and total income of banks, thus the
study concludes that income from
bancassurance and number of branches
positively aﬀects the total income of selected
nationalized commercial banks in India.
Bancassurance products can be used to
cushion against credit risk and at the same
time earning the bank extra income. Banks
with a high credit risk should be able to
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utilize bancassurance by selling it to clients
and earning as agents.
Bank proﬁt positively inﬂuences the
adoption of bancassurance. Banks should
plough back their proﬁts and invest ﬁnancial
innovation to be able to come up with
competitive bancassurance products. This
will also boost their product diversity which
has also been identiﬁed to increase the
bancassurance income by 52%.
Contribution of Bancassurance income is
comparatively high than income generated
from mutual fund or fee-based products. In
Bancassurance model, banks sell products of
insurance companies and the present law
allows a bank to sell insurance product of
one company as agent. However, if banks
convert into a broker beyond the present role
as agents, it can hawk the oﬀerings of more
than one insurer. Bank sales forced should
be groomed well for cross-selling with solid
training on insurance speciﬁcities and onsite
support from insurers. Further study can be
conducted on bancassurance fee collected
individually by life insurance, general
insurance, mutual fund etc and its
contribution to total income other than
interest income.
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